We can see how the yield has accelerated to the upside this month,
causing much concern in the
medias about a resurgence of
inflation. However, the true
inflation expectations are
represented by the break-even
rate, and it has not accelerated
lately. This begs the obvious
question: why are bond yields
rising so fast in recent weeks?
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In our January report, we said that we expected the market to
"shift from a tech driven
market to a value/cyclical
recovery market". We made
the final call to shift to value
in our February report,
when we said that
technology was losing its
shine and our Sector
Insights was emphasizing
value-oriented sectors.

Laplace delivers high quality predictions using advanced machine learning
algorithms rigorously back-tested to perform in most extreme market
scenarios. Laplace’s monthly Global Investment Report details a dynamic
ETF allocation strategy that manages risk without compromising gains.
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